
As a producer who was found to have OJD 1year ago in an area which was previously clean I wish to 
make a few comments. My source of infection is presumed to be a neighbour who brought his sheep 
with him when he moved from Victoria about 6 years ago. I have infected several other properties as 
I rent/agist a lot of my sheep. I have only recorded 3 deaths from about 2000 sheep. The assistance 
given by Chris van Dissell of PIRSA Animal Health has been outstanding. However with continuing 
budget cuts I don’t know how this assistance can be sustained. Maintenance of intellectual property 
is a major concern. 
Despite the rules and regulations it really gets down to the honesty of the affected farmers to do the 
right thing. In my experience stock agents and carriers are not really au fait with the disease. 
Processor and saleyard washdown facilities are not adequate therefore very expensive(ie slow) or 
ignored. There are a lot of unprofessional stockowners out  there particularly in these areas 
dominated by lifestyle farmers. 
In my opinion the disease is here to stay but I agree with the statement that it is easier to manage 
than flystrike ,lice or footroot. The worst part is the quarantine and living with the stigma! 
Available resources should be used on education programs and promotion of vaccination with 
particular attention to the use of the safety vaccinator. 
Everyone is at risk therefore everyone needs to take precautions rather than drop the axe on 
innocent parties who get caught on the frontline. The only way quarantine works is if there is 
adequate compensation for affected parties and we all know that is not going to happen. Many 
people who suspected they had the disease today would say nothing and could quietly vaccinate 
their way out of trouble. I don’t have a lot of faith in human nature (or abbatoir surveillance for that 
matter ,according to them my old ewes were clean!) 
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